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Talk is overrated

The Maine Campus
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Opposing views

Turning to
the turbine
UM looks into getting
wind energy at farm
By Samuel Cohen
For The Maine Campus
Wind could be the key factor in the University
of Maine's most recent plan to be more energy
efficient.
A project headed by professor Louis Morin of
the forestry department is exploring the possibility of installing a wind turbine at Witter Farm,on
the edge of the university's land in Old Town.
"The project could be quite successful in
demonstrating the potential for alternative energy in this area and to hopefully jump-start the
green energy movement, which has been incredibly weak on such a liberal and progressive campus," said Levi Lucy, a fourth-year mechanical
engineering student.
Since early April last year, Paul Villeneuve,
professor of electrical engineering technology,
has been collecting data at Witter Farm from a
device called an anemometer, which looks like a
tiny wind turbine, to measure how much power
can be harvested from the site.
According to Morin, the device wasn't
installed correctly, resulting in a reduction of the
amount of wind it could receive. The device has
since been relocated. The device was originally
placed 80 feet in the air. That has been changed
to 100 feet to increase the amount of wind
received. The optimal range would blow the turbine between 12-15 mph, according to Morin.
The testing must be done for at least a year
before any turbine is installed.
"It's critical to know how much wind you
have," Morin said.
If the data analysis proves feasible, the university already has a wind turbine that could be
put in place. A 28-year-old turbine donated to the
university is now being overhauled,for this purpose at Perkins Hall. But before it can be used,
the 40-kilowatt, three-blade turbine needs to
have its gearbox and generator rebuilt, Lucy
said.
This is only one of many wind energy projects
going on in Maine. The University of Maine at
Presque Isle has proposed the installation of a
$1.5 million, 500-kilowatt wind turbine that will
create $100,000 in energy savings a year, according to its Web site.
"For UMPI this is a massive investment and
in 10 years they should see a return investment,"
said Michael Maberry, coordinator of the Green
Campus Initiative at UMaine. "It will offset a
quarter of their energy costs. This might be
something that UMaine should look into, maybe
as part of the Master Plan for the campus. This
might be good for Maine's struggling economy.
Maine could be a great source of wind energy
and UMaine students could play a big role in the

See WIND on page 5
Perspectives • Weatherman
conspiracy theory blows

Rebekah Rhodes•The Maine campus
Anti-abortion activist Terry Hughes stands next to members of Student Women's Association and Wilde Stein abortion rights
activists Wednesday by Memorial Union. Pictured from left to right, Alexander Aman, Abbie Strout, Krystal Earle, Kendra
Schindler and Terry Hughes. See editors' note on page 6...

Senate elections leave empty
seats, change power roles
By Jessica Fish
Assistant News Editor
On Oct. 2 108 students turned out to
vote for their representatives in the
General Student Senate.
The only contested seats were in the
Colleges of Liberal Arts and Business,
Public Policy and Health. Eighteen
candidates ran for 11 seats in liberal
arts and five candidates campaigned
for four spots in business, public policy and health.
Fair Elections and Practices
Committee Chair Tavian MacKinnon
said the voting response represented
approximately 3 percent of students in
both these colleges.
"Although voter turnout was not
high, I think that it was great to see that
candidates who campaigned well, preformed well," said James Lyons, president of Student Government. This was
the first time in at least four years that
GSS held elections. Until this year,
there was not enough competition for
any of the seats to be contested.

Twenty-three senators were sworn
Sen. Christina Soyden is the most
in at the GSS meeting on Oct. 7 and 12 senior senator, but this was her first
seats are still available among the col- experience running for office since she
leges of engineering, education and joined senate in February 2006. "I crehuman development, explorations and ated a Facebook event, sent out a
natural science and forestry-and agri- FirstClass e-mail and talked to
culture.
friends," she said. Soyden ran for a
According to current rules, senate seat in the College of Liberal Arts and
candidates that were not elected now Sciences.
have the opportunity to gather signaThe. Fair Elections Practices
tures and petition for office.
Commision is required to advertise for
Christopher Harmon, a third-year the election. MacKinnon said he ran
political science student, has partici- two ads in The Maine Campus and
pated in the senate since his first year printed 50 posters that were hung in
at the University of Maine. Harmon various places on campus.
chose not to run in this election.
Voting took place in Memorial
"I knew going into the election that Union on Oct. 2 between 9 a.m. and 5
my college [liberal arts and science] p.m. It was run by members of the
would be very competitive. I decided commission and conducted on paper
instead to just represent a different col- ballots.
lege."
"Since the university has changed
Harmon plans to gather the neces- to MaineStreet, now you need
sary signatures and represent the PeopleSoft ID numbers of every stuexplorations program.
dent [to conduct a vote on FirstClass],"
Senators could not spend more than MacKinnon said.
$100 on campaigns, but most found
See ELECTION on page 4
ways to work with the budget.

Style • We found the skipper, and he's
not on Gilligans Island
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Sports • Red Sox, Rays fight for
World Series spot
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Crew Club gets $6,800, and
senate ponders constitution goat
By Heather Steeves
News Editor

Gaudette said these were not sufficient for Government Sean Rankin moved for
her club members. With the two unanimous consent, which was granted.
machines, each club member can practice
The senate voted on new Executive
Twenty-three senators who now make for 5 minutes in one of the crew workout Budgetary Committee members at
up the General Student Senate were sworn sessions — this is the only way each Tuesday's meeting. This committee
into office Tuesday night, the first meeting member gets a turn. With
decides which resolutions
after the senate elections.
four machines total, the
go to senate, and suggests
In the meeting the senate allocated team will stay in shape
"This is not the only the way senate should
$6,800 to the University of Maine Crew during the winter.
place
they have come vote. The new members
Club, a team that hopes to compete against
Of the team's expendiinclude Sens. Samantha
University of New Hampshire, Bates, tures, $38,500 of its fund- forfunding. They are
Shulman, Ross Wolland,
Bowdoin and Colby in a regatta.
ing has come from private working hard to raise Walter
Lazarz
and
The club, represented by Carly donations and more than
support this Christina Soyden. The old
money;
I
Gaudette, said it needed the money for a $500 was fundraised. As
committee
members
resolution."
$5,000 launch — a boat required by crew Gaudette explained, crew
included Sens. Shulman,
teams for safety. The club's coach would is an expensive sport. She
Soyden, Kevin Price and
be in the launch with vests and safety said the 60-foot boats can
Mehdizadegan.
Christina Soyden Abtin
equipment when the club rows.
cost thousands of dollars,
Student Senator Price left the senate and
"We cannot go in the water without it. and her team has two of
Mehdizadegan sought the
It's the last piece to getting us on the them. Because of these
committee seat, but lost to
water," Gaudette said. "The launch is outside efforts for funding, multiple sena- Soyden when it came to a tie-breaking
absolutely necessary."
tors voiced their support for the resolu- vote.
The rest of the funding will purchase tion.
This was not the only senate shift on
two exercise machines, allowing crew
"This is not the only place they have Tuesday. The senate, which held membermembers to practice in the winter when come for funding," Sen. Christina Soyden ship at approximately 30, fell to 23 after
the lakes freeze. The club will store them said. "They are working hard to raise the election. As of Tuesday, the 12 senate
in the Student Recreation and Fitness money; I support this resolution."
seats that were open included one engiCenter, which currently has two, but
President of System-Wide Student neering seat, two in explorations, four in

the education and human development
college and five in natural sciences,
forestry and agriculture.
Four resolutions were sent to the Policy
and Procedure Committee. These resolutions propose changes to the Student
Government Constitution — all constitutional changes must undergo a student
vote. Student Government President
James Lyons urged senators to read over
these in the following two weeks before
the next meeting to vote on them.
The first of the four resolutions would
move Student Government presidential
and vice presidential elections from
December to April. Having elections in
December is supposed to assure that the
old president can help the new president
adjust to his or her office. The problem
with this is presidents often graduate in
May and do not finish out their terms.
"In campaigns people always talk about
taking an extra semester, but it never ends
up that way," Lyons said earlier this
semester. "[The resolution] would eliminate the support system, but the support

See GSS on page 5

Greeks sing, dance, pillow fight for points
Sororities and Fraternities fought for Greek Week credit at a talent show on Tuesday night
By Ben Lankhorst
For The Maine Campus

Robert Dana said he was pleased with when the Beta members broke out in a skit that "referenced a variety of
the result.
mosh pit on stage.
YouTube videos, all of which had the
"My heart is bursting with joy," he
Nine chapters — three fraternities crowd in an uproar. The performance
Comedy and choreographed dance said. "What is better than having fun and six sororities participated. Five ended with a glow stick routine.
took top honors Tuesday night, when and showing a sense of community as judges decided the outcome.
The talent show did not decide the
the members of Phi Kappa Sigma and well? Greek Life on campus really
Alpha Phi performed a choreo- outcome of Greek Week for the fraterniAlpha Phi prevailed in the Greek Week shows togetherness and they really rep- graphed dance that included approxi- ties. Beta Theta Pi won by accumulating
talent show.
resent the community well."
mately 20 members. Some individuals the most points throughout the week.
Hauck Auditorium was packed with
The crowd whooped and hollered as did gymnastics and baton sequences in
Public Relations Chair and Beta
Greek Life students and University of their fellow greek chapters performed. the middle of the dance routine.
Theta Pi member Mike Perry said, "It
Maine faculty to watch chapter after One sorority, Chi Omega, put together a
Alpha Phi won the talent show feels good ... I really wanted to motivate
chapter compete in the show. The win- choreographed dance with up-beat among sororities. "It feels awesome. the boys to come together as one and
ner of the showcase received points music and ended the performance with We agreed at the beginning of the week look what it did. I told them all week, no
toward its Greek Week total. The chap- a pillow fight, which received a cheer- that we would put forth our best effort. excuses, play like a champion."
ter with the most points at the end of ful reaction from the crowd.
They wanted to do everything they
Becky Davison, public relations
the talent show won the Greek Week
Fraternity Beta Theta Pi lined up in could to make sure this was Alpha Phi's chair of the Panhellenic Council said,
trophy.
chorus form as a conductor led the group year," president of Alpha Phi Whitney "everyone had a genuinely good time
Greek Week — a weeklong competi- and a three-piece band of chapter mem- Strout said.
and participation was exceptional this
tion between chapters — came to an bers supplied the background music.
Phi Kappa Sigma won the talent year; I think everyone involved gave
end last night, and Dean of Students The crowd reaction was enthusiastic show among fraternities with a comedic Greek Life a good name."

Corrections
•The article "Women make their mark in a male-dominated field" in the Oct. 6 edition of The Maine Campus stated that the Society of Women Engineers was founded at The
University of Maine. This is not the case.
•The article "Professor leaves school to fly fish in Florida" stated that Robert Whelan has a 9-year-old son. This is not true. His fishing guide has a son, not Whelan.
We apologize for these errors.
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UM's Blade Society not on the 'fence'
about this cutting edge sport

nec

There is so a piece o meta enclose in strips of
4114 faateiled atiout the ,u4i.0,144.4144;ww44,
,
tke S A-style," thirdmg, w ic Ii y
I:males wear heavy, plastic chest protection Oridernea h
their jackets, while males generally choose to wear an ath- year pre-veterinary student Nile McGhie said.
letic cup to protect against any low blows.
"The culture of re-enactment is just really fun
The helmet is made of hard, white plastic with a black, — you get to be silly and hang out with friends
screened visor to .protect the fencer's head. Most of the doing something you all enjoy. Here, we make
fencers wear sneakers, and either jeans or sweatpants for sure that we're fencing in a safe, fun, environboth protection and ease of movement.
ment too. Everyone's really careful with one
The group assembled for practice at 6:15 on Friday another," Tyson said. "It's really a matter of
night, but fencers were still trickling in with their gear at 'honor before victory.' How you participate
in the sport is more important than whether
6:30.
"I don't make it to all the practices I just try to be here or not you win."
Practices are held Wednesdays from 8
whenever I can make it," Mike Gibson said about the club's
to 10 p.m. and Fridays from 6:15 to
relaxed attendance policy.
Before most members finished stretching and donning 8:15 p.m. in the Recreation Center.
their gear, president of the Blade Society Benjamin Goff, The Blade Society also particiannounced the club would have to relocate. A dodge ball pates in three major outside
team arrived and claimed their practice space.
competitions each year,
"At least it's not as bad as last year — I think we were recently competstill practicing outside at that point," Gibson said as he gath- ing at Fort
ered up his various blades and apparel. "That's the thing Knox.
about this kind of a group though — I don't think the football team would ever be asked to move in the middle of one
of their practices."

Photo by Peter Buehner•The Maine Campus
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Library considers online subscriptions
By Megan Neff
Copy Editor
A proposal to have periodical volumes
at Folger Library be updated to online-only
subscriptions was submitted to the university Faculty Senate. The proposal, initiated
by Professor Harlan Onsrud, would allow
many periodicals, to which the library now
subscribes, to be viewed online only. Hard
copy back-issues that the library already
owns would be stored off-site.
A growing number of publishers currently offer online-only subscriptions as a
default subscription and are charging the
library extra for purchasing the print versions, according to Onsrud's proposal. It
also says some publishers are eliminating
the hard-copy format altogether converting
strictly to online versions.
The subscriptions would be available
through Portico, an organization launched
by the electronic article provider JSTOR in
2002. To date, Portico has over 8 million
documents archived and is currently servicing 475 libraries in 13 countries.

He said the
ID numbers
from page 1 are private
information
kept by the Office of Student

Election

This service would cost the library will be moved to another Web site and
$9,800 per year.
made available to participating libraries.
Despite the cost, the proposal stated that
Folger Library could expect an increase
Folger Library should expect to see an ini- in business from staff and students, should
tial savings of approximately $6,000 in the the proposal pass. A study recently done at
form of costs of binding and upkeep of the library demonstrates the increase of use
hard-copy periodicals.
with online periodicals.
The proposal went on
Over an 11-month
to explain that the savperiod, the Collection
"Having the journals
ings "is not necessarily
Services
Department
on-going
and
will
noted the amount of inonline would provide
change year to year."
library use received by
24/7 accessfor students ten
Portico comes with
random academic
and staff"
several built-in safety
periodicals. The usage
features. Should the
ranged from zero to 33
service crash or malfuncJoyce Rutnmary hits.
tion, back-issues of
At the end of 11
Dean of Libraries
every subscription are
months, the library introstored at multiple locaduced online copies of
tions. This will allow
those same periodicals
students and faculty to view the subscrip- that could be viewed from any computer,at
tions despite any technical difficulties, and any time. The library recorded the usage
it insures all issues the library has pur- again over an 11-month period. This time,
chased will not be lost.
the range of usage was 445 to 1159 hits.
In case Porticoshuts down or ceases to During that time, the library kept the hardoperate, all electronic archives stored there copy issues of the periodicals. The total

Records. MacKinnon said this is
a new university policy, and it
had never been a problem
before.
Although there was not

enough time to organize an
online vote for this election,
MacKinnon said the next one,
which will be for SG president,
will be conducted On FirstClass.

The current senate, sworn in Oct. 7, includes the following
students, broken down by college of representation.
College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences
• Brian Bink
Jennifer Dana
Chelsey F.verest
Ben Goodman*
Brighton Luke
Abtin Mehdizadegan
Alyssa Radmore
Samantha Shulman
Christina Soydern
Nate Wildes*
Ross Wolland

College Or BUSitle"::
Public Policy and Health
Ben Frenette
Derek Jones
Scan Rankin
Rachel Schiffman

print use when the online issues were
available dropped to a range of zero to 24.
"Having the journals online would provide 24/7 access for students and staff,"
said Joyce Rummary, Dean of Libraries.
She favored the proposal, hoping that
Faculty Senate would approve it within the
year.
Josh Best, a senior civil engineering
student, agrees.
"I view [articles] at the library if they're
not online and online if they're available
there. But it's easier to do them online
because if you have to print off a copy, you
can, instead of making a photocopy. Plus,
you can view them anytime, instead of
going to the library at II o'clock at night."
Periodicals affected by this proposal are
those of an academic nature with low inbuilding use. This includes science journals but may go on to include some social
science journals as well. Periodicals that
have high in-building use such as The New
Yorker, Newsweek, Rolling Stone and others — will continue to be ordered as hardcopy.

230 UMAINE ORONO ALUMNI
HAVE SERVED OVERSEAS...
FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN JOIN THEM!
Information Table:

'nflege of Natural
Sciences, Forestry and
Agriculture
Brian Harris
Jonathon Pelletier*
Aaron Pei-frank*

Wednesday, Oct. 15

10:30am to 1:30pm
Memorial Union
Information Session:

Wednesday, Oct. 15
6:00pm
FFA Room, Memoriat Union

College of Engineering
Robert Goodwin
Sushi' Khadka
Walter Lazarz
Owen McCarthy
Alexander Ortiz
*indicates first-term senators

Peace Corps is seeking applicants with
significant volunteer experience, language skills (French
and Spanish) and/or majors such as math,
science, education, health, environmental
studies, IT and engineering.
More details at peacecorps.govievents.

ItAVE- YOU I-W.14KP? UGU is now offerin c-ucforli

tecisi

Get yours FREE for a limited time only!
For a limited time only, if you have these features on your UCU Checking Account:
• ttomo f5anicin5..
• Pima Per‘it
aStale,mirtr
Then a new custom card could be yours!
Ghoosc from a Ucard

or a Gampuc Gard

UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION
Fretam • FroffeSs ONO • BANGOR • FARMINGTON • PORTLAND

800-696-8628 • wwwucu.maine.edu
ucu will credit
debit card to a members account once proof of direct deposit has been verified. Positive evidence of direct deposit to UCU checking account is required --within 60 days. Other terms and conditions apply. Ask a UCU representative for more details. 111"7"..—t/A
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Police
Beat

The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine's finest

Beer-game bust
An officer responded to a
report of underage drinking in a
first-floor room of Oxford Hall
at 12:09 a.m. on Oct. 4. Through
the open door, the officer
observed two 30-racks of Coors
Light and several red cups
placed on a table that appeared
to construct a drinking game.
The nine underage people in the
room all admitted to drinking.
Resident Brendan Linder, 18,
Orono, was issued a summons
for furnishing a place for minors
to consume.

Frat party pooper
An officer observed more
than 100 individuals walking
along both sides of College
Avenue on his way to Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity house in
response to a fire alarm at 1:05
a.m. on Oct. 5. He determined
that there was a party held at the
house, and the brothers in charge
of the house had run into difficulties keeping track of the
guests present. It was determined that a fire alarm pull station had been activated. Officers
deemed the action to be a "malicious pull." The case is under
investigation.

Alexander Morrow + The Maine Campus
Students march during "Take Back The Night," a yearly event to raise awareness about violence
against women. The march happened Oct. 7 from 5:30-7:30 p.m.

Drinking in the dark
Public Safety received a
report of a black pickup driving
in the Memorial Gym Parking
Lot without headlights at 11:53
p.m. on Oct. 3. An officer located the truck in the Satellite
Parking Lot with the driver outside the vehicle and a passenger
seated inside. A search of the
vehicle uncovered one opened
and nine unopened containers of
beer. The driver, Ryan Johnson,
20, Herman, was issued a summons for illegal transportation of
liquor by a minor and driving
with an open container of alcohol.

An Audi full of beer
Public Safety received a complaint of an alleged intoxicated
driver leaving York Parking Lot
in a red Audi at 11:40 p.m. on
Oct. 4. An officer stopped the
vehicle on Rangeley Road. He
observed three occupants and
could smell the odor of burning
marijuana. The officer found an
open 18-pack of Bud Light in the
trunk, four bottles of Bud Light
in the back seat and an open bottle of Bud Light in the glove
compartment.
One occupant
marijuana
smoking
admitted to
but none
evening,
earlier that
was discovered in the vehicle.
The driver, Christopher Torres,
19, Bangor, was issued a summons for illegal transport of
liquor by a minor.

Beyond the call of
duty
The University of Maine
Volunteer Ambulance Corps was
returning to campus from the
hospital when they observed a
female sitting on the side of
Rangeley Road at 3:14 a.m. on
Oct. 5. An officer responded to
check on her well-being, found
her to be. intoxicated and transported the 25-year-old non-student to the hospital for evaluation.

Destructive re-landscaping
A building manager reported
four garden ground lights were
kicked over and damaged at
Buchanan Alumni House sometime between Oct. 3 and Oct. 5.
The estimated damage is $250.
A building manager called again
on Oct. 6 to report that a sprinkler had been removed from the
ground, and water from the disconnected system had washed
away portions of the brick walkway. The estimated damage is
$50. The cases are under investigation.

Daytime damages
The window of York Hall's
west door was broken in sometime between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
on Oct 4. The estimated damages are $50. The case is under
investigation.

Too sick to stay in bed
An RA conducting rounds on the
fourth floor of Somerset Hall
observed a male lying on a bed,
vomiting at 1:19 a.m. on Oct 5.
Public Safety responded, and the 17year-old male was determined to be
"quite intoxicated" and was transported to the hospital for evaluation.

Compiled by
Aislinn Sarnacki
Staff Reporter

Peter Buehner•The Maine Campus
Purple ribbons hang from a tree in support of victims of violence. In the background, men and women
participate in the annual "Take Back The Night" gathering in front of Fogler Library.

be supported."
Joseph Pater and Nicholas Nadeau, working with the Innovation Center, are also
working on a proposal for an offshore wind
project in the gulf of Maine.

Morin would like to see students included
in the process. "Electrical engineering and
mechanical engineering students will be
involved to demonstrate how much energy we
can put back in the grid," he said.
Lucy wishes he could see the project to
fruition. "Unfortunately I won't be here next
year when this project should really be getting some momentum," he said.

system really isn't there."
The second resolution
would
restructure some
from page 2
paragraphs in the constitution. It would also revoke the student body's
power to "repeal appropriations of funds or to
name or designate any person to hold public
office or remove any person from public
office." This is already applied to initiatives and
would add this limitation to referendums.
Lyons said students could still remove an
elected person from office, but in a different
procedure, and students would be unable to
revoke funding once the senate allocated it.
Currently, students can retract funding through
initiative or referendum. A student must gather
enough signatures — 3 percent of the student
body — for the referendum to go to senate. If it
were an initiative it would go to a student vote.
If this resolution passes, it will eliminate these
student funding revocation powers. Lyons said
that because of time-line issues, there is no current "practical way" for a student to do this by
referendum or initiative.
The third resolution would change some
poor grammar in the constitution.
The last resolution would revoke the president's veto power — one which the student
body gave in a popular vote in April 2007. It
would also add a cabinet veto over main
motions. This means that if a main motion is
presented in senate and passes, the president's

cabinet could veto it.
The resolutions that pass the senate will go
to a student body vote via FirstClass.
In committee reports, Shulman said
Mechanical Engineering Technology students
are interested in building additional bike racks
for campus.
"We've gotten some complaints about not
having enough safe bike racks," Shulman said.
"They are really old and falling apart ... wherever you see a bike rack, they're full."
Shulman will work with Alan Stormann
from Parking Services to investigate funding
for the engineers' Like racks.
In the representative board reports, President
of Residents on Campus Brighton Luke said he
is planning a campus-wide game of capture the
flag for Saturday, Oct. 18. He also said the
Quebec trip reservations were made, adding
students — with the exception of international
students — will not need a passport for it.
Funding allocations included $200 to
UMaine Crew Club, $200 to Mock Trial, $200
to LASO, $200 to FA ROG, $250 to
Nontraditional Students Association, $809 to
UMaine Cycling Club and $600 to UMaine
Woodsmen's team. ASHRAE received final
club approval. CHEN and WSLAP clubs
received preliminary approval.
The General Student Senate will not meet on
Tuesday, Oct. 14 due to fall break. The next
meeting will be Tuesday, Oct. 21.

Wind
from page 1

GSS

research and development
of these wind farms and
turbines. I think this is
something that needs to
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Let's place responsibility
where it truly belongs
At l'uesday's meeting of the General Student Senate,
an accusation was made against The Maine Campus that
we feel needs to be addressed.
A senator representing the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences accused The Maine Campus of being
involved in the theft of a sandwich from Memorial
Union, saying that the newspaper could have prevented
the theft from occuring.
The senator in question seemed to be speaking out of
a concern stemming from the removal of the Student
Legal Services column from our publication, an issue
that all parties involved are working to resolve.
We would like to point out that we do not feel it is the
responsibility of the student newspaper or any other
news source to dispense a sense of right and wrong to
their readership. The theft ofa sandwich from the Union,
or any other crime on campus, has nothing to do with
The Maine Campus, nor should it. It is the responsibility of every student to follow the dictates oflaw and conscience, and any advice that may be provided through
The Maine Campus should be wi-n as a reiteration of
those dictates and not as their primary source.

G.I. JOHN
AVAILABLE ADD-ON
PACKAGES INCLUDE:
•MAVERICK-MOBILE
*REFORMER RUCKSACK
*EMBOSSED TOWEL FROM
THE HANOI HILTON
'CATHETER

Editors note: While we understand and sympathize.
with the sensibilities of some readers who may be
offended by today's front-page photo, we feel that it
highlights an ongoing and contentious issue that matters
to students. While not all images are easy to look at, The
Maine Campus feels that often it is necessary to look
anyway, with the intention of sparking constructive
debate.

TO ORDERS CALL:
-80041•8-TALK

The above editorial is written by the editorial board.
whose members are Nick McCrea, Mario Moreno,Zach Dionne,
Heather Steeves, Dylan Riley, Jessica Fish and Lisa Haberzettl.
Editor in Chief Nick McCrea
dccomainecarripas.com
Business Mgr Kelly Byrne • 581.1272
hu.siness(a)mainectinpus.com
Asst. Business Mgr Mile Wicks
Advertising Manager
David Dauphinee • 581.1276
ads@maineompus.com
Production Mgr. Alicia Mullins • 581.1267
productionCOnrainecampus.com
News Editor Heather Sleeves • 581.1270
news@mainecampas.com
Asst. News Editors
Nan Riley, Jessica Fish
Style Editor Zath Dionne • 581.3061
style@mainecampus.com
Sports Editor Adam Clark • 581.1268
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Mario Moretto

Under the weather: The
nominees are not extensions
of controversial supporters

Sean Hannity recently hosted an hour-long special
program called "Obama and Friends: The History of
Radicalism." The program harped on a new theme in
the smear campaign against Barack Obama that
attempts to highlight his relationship with Bill Ayers,
distinguished professor of education at the University
of Illinois in Chicago. The link between the two
involves little more than working together to fight
poverty, reform the education system and Ayers' political support of Obama. They also lived in the same
neighborhood of Chicago at one point, but none of this
is the impression we're supposed to have of the link
between the two.
We're supposed to think of Ayers not as the professor and progressive activist that he is today, but as the
founder of the Weather Underground, the radical student group of the late 1960s and '70s responsible
for the bombings of the San Francisco Police
Department and the Pentagon, among others. We're
supposed to think of the casual ties between the two
men as Obama "palling around with terrorists," according to Gov. Sarah Palin.
The surprising thing about all this is not that these
ideas are out there; you can find plenty about Obama
being a Muslim, a communist, a radical, a disciple of
Saul Alinsky or even the Antichrist if you look for them
on the Internet. The amazing thing is the great insult
delivered by Sean Hannity, Fox News and anyone else
giving the "dangerous nature" of this relationship any
amount of credence.
Often Ayers is quoted as not regretting his actions with
the Weathermen, but this is irrelevant to the issue. Ayers
turned himself in to the police in 1980 and has since reentered mainstream society to become a respected professor and progressive activist. The Ayers that Obama met in
Chicago while working to better his community was not
the same Ayers that went underground in 1969.

An interesting question can be raised from all of this:
Does the history of a candidate's supporter matter,
when judging the character of the candidate himself?
A candidate is not an extension of the most radical of
his supporters. The KKK supports John McCain.
Ahmed Yousef — chief political adviser to the Prime
Minister of Hamas — expressed his endorsement of
Obama back in April. This doesn't Mean that Obama
supports the ideals and goalS of Hamas or that McCain
is burning crosses in Montgomery. Any nutjob, on the
left or right of the political spectrum, can endorse a
candidate for any reason.
It is the responsibility of the candidate to clear up
any misconceptions that may be caused by this —
which Obama has done repeatedly stating that he doesn't support the actions of the Weathermen 40 years ago,
when he was 8 years old. It is the responsibility of the
voters to stay educated on the positions of the candidates, and perhaps most importantly, it is the responsibility of the media to not blow tin-foil-hat conspiracy
theories out of context in a way that could, intentionally or not, mislead the public.
Mario Moretto is opinion editor for The Maine
Campus and does pal around with terrorists.

Letters to the editor should be no longer than 300 words in length
and should include the author's name, address, academic major or job
title and phone number or e-mail address. The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit submissions for length and clarity.
The Maine Campus
5748 Memorial Union
Orono 04469-5748
opinion@mainecampus.com
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Town hall debate leaves
Obama unscathed,
McCain looking stiff
William P. Davis
Banking, health care, augh!
Sens. John McCain and Barack
Obama met Tuesday night in a "town
hall" style debate. I put "town hall" in
quotation marks because the debate was
disappointingly structured — viewers
could have benefited from a little more
back and forth between the senators and
a little less from Tom Brokaw. It would
have been nice to see each of the candidates force the other to discuss something important, rather than repeating
the same old lines.
By the end of the night, McCain was
certainly starting to get desperate. He
had trouble painting Obama as a taxand-spend socialist, especially when
Obama had to correct him on so many
subjects. McCain also had trouble being
specific. When referring to health care,
he said: "We need to do all the things
that are necessary to make it more efficient." That's right in line with Gov.
Sarah Patin saying she reads every single paper that comes across her path.
McCain also numbly tried to turn every
phrase into a sound byte,and was almost
as bad at it as President Bush.
Obama was far more relaxed than
McCain, who started out the debate
looking physically awkward and
uncomfortable. He spoke in broken sentences, forgetting points and tacking
them onto the ends ofother thoughts. He

good idea, Obama pointed out that the
insurance companies would most likely
move to the state with the weakest laws
governing health care, and the system
would be worse off.
McCain has actually already
addressed this issue. In a magazine article he said,"I would also allow individuals to choose to purchase health insurance across state lines, when they can
find more affordable and attractive products elsewhere that they prefer. Opening
up the health insurance market to more
vigorous nationwide competition, as we
have done over the last decade in banking, would provide more choices of
innovative products less burdened by
the worst excesses of state-based regulation." Obviously, as we can all see from
the stock market, the current bank system is working out just swimmingly.
The sort of"innovation" that McCain is
talking about is the same that caused the
economy's nose-dive.
McCain attacked Obama for his outspokenness against Pakistah. Mangling
a perfectly good quote, he said "Teddy
Roosevelt used to say, 'walk softly' -'talk softly, but carry a big stick.'Senator
Obama likes to talk loudly." McCain is
the one who talks too loudly. He obviously needs to show way more restraint
than he has in the past, such as when he
fiercely attacked Russia without taking

seemed unable to come up with new

into account Georgia's own aggression

attacks in the debate, three times using
the line that he is bipartisan because he
works with Sen. Joe Lieberman.
One of the best points Obama made
was on health care. McCain has said he
wants to offer a $5,000 tax credit to families to help defray the cost of health
care. McCain didn't mention that he
wants to, for the first time ever, tax
health care benefits. When one hand
giveth, the other taketh away. Obama
also pointed out McCain's plan to allow
citizens to buy health care plans across
state lines. While that might sound like a

towards Abkhazia and South Ossetia.
The debate provided even more reason to distrust McCain and look toward
Obama for real change. McCain has
moved to the right in an effort to capture
the conservative base, and in doing so,
he has compromised many of his ideals.
His "Straight Talk Express" has been
turned into a machine of spin and lies.
This debate proved that it is not just the
campaign but McCain himself leading
the attacks.
William P. Davis is conductor of the
"Straight Talk Express."

The Maine Campus Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down
• Coffee
•"Play us out"
• Movie night
• Tom Brokaw,the moderator
• The Krishnon Saga

•Tea
*Sting music videos
• S8 popcorn
• Tom Brokaw,the whiner
• Eragon

Got an opinion?

Write us.
For more Information, email mario.moretto@umit.maine.edu
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A legacy of change:
Somewhat right in a
very wrong way

Looking back, the storm of an inauguration that
President Bush received is fitting for what followed.
It certainly didn't help our president to have his initial means of entry into office seriously contested by
direct questioning in the Supreme Court and indirect
questions in the mind of every voter."W" weathered
the tempest and moved forward with his plan — tax
cuts and a moderate, politically uniting platform he
ran on. Yes, that was his platform eight years ago.
Then 9/1 1 changed everything — Bush is right
about this. Unfortunately, he is right in the wrong
way. Americans correctly rejected W's argument that
the attacks called for more executive power and leeway, and Congress should have been so wise as to
agree with us.
9/1 1 has changed many things,from our nation's
economy becoming much more global, to the arts
and specifically to our notion of heroes symbolically
changing in movies: Our "Dark Knight" was forced
to hide from an angry public after saving Gotham.
9/11 changed our world because it showed that the
innovative and strong America of the 90s had something to fear in the future.
Fear and its politics became a polished weapon
against America and were used by the Oval Office.
America is ideologically better for having a War on
Terror, a strong executive branch and the Bush
Doctrine — a right to wars of prevention — but these
standards were each tainted or completely misused.
The War on Terror was unfortunately used to justify
the war in Iraq with the help of the Bush Doctrine,
and a stronger executive branch dominated our system of checks and balances. The truth became harder and harder to find.
As such, truth became more important as it
became ever so fleeting. The politics of W's onetime advisor, Karl Rove,define the current presidential race. While Rovian politics operate on basic

ideas — taking away opponents' strengths by making them weaknesses through deception — they go
further than ever before. Sometimes they go too far,
evidenced by conservatives' negative and embarrassed reactions to some of McCain's attack ads.
Today, we hope to see respect and truth in our candidates, and politicians will rightly be wary of being
swift-boated in the future.
Much has changed in the last eight years.
Somehow,Americans seem to have forgotten all this
change. Everyone seems to desire an agent ofchange
in this presidential election. It is true that America
wants someone different than George W. Bush, but I
categorically disagree that America wants change_ in
their government. What America desires is stability.
We have had enough change in the last eight years
for two decades. We want to feel sure about the president, our economy,our energy future and our health
care. Joe Six-Pack wants to believe in his country
again. President Bush has taken that away.
There is one thing we can be sure of: George W
Bush has been the real agent of change. This is his
legacy as of now, with his second term unfinished. I
submit that he can still change — for it is what
defines him — and change for the better. We realistically expect nothing at this point from that which
has fed us fear and deceit, yet we must still hope for
our president. We must hope that he approaches our
nation and our world with one final change as we
collectively stare down a mounting crisis. George W
Bush must change one last time, admit his mistakes
and tell America to come together to avoid what
could be disaster for our global economic system.
America would like him,for a change.
Walter Lazarz is a *unior construction mana enienr student '

Economic bailout in
a month, how long
for enviro-bailout?
Ncamiso Dlamini
Ever since I began following politics, the Bush
administration has always startled me. Throughout
the years, President George W. Bush has played the
"front page fearful figure."
He couldn't stomach it when the House first
rejected his $700 billion financial bailout of the
U.S. economy. His most sensational fear is that the
economy will be in a state of disrepair for eternity.
The stock market has been in ebb and flow, but I
don't understand the urgency of his intervention in
this credit crisis. Might it be that corporate personhood has taken control of the U.S. economy so
much that it even runs the White House? With so
many problems tabled in the White House — some
of which are covered in inches of dust, pending
consideration, let alone approval — what has more
urgency, correcting an economic downturn or a
lurching humanitarian crisis?
In my point of view, there is no situation more
urgent than anything that threatens the existence of
humanity. We are aware of the crisis which has
claimed over 5 million lives in Darfur. We are all
aware of the deadly HIV/AIDS epidemic in many
poor countries and even here, where poor citizens
are hidden behind closed doors. We are aware of
New Orleans and what happened. We are all aware
of health care. We are painfully aware of the misery, torture and risk millions of U.S. soldiers and
their loved ones have had to put up with in the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan.
We all know the drastic effects of global

warming and its impacts on humanity. We all
know the U.S. government has been reluctant to
fully commit itself in the fight against global
warming, yet it's the most devastating crisis
humanity has had to face. Don't you think these
urgent crises warrant a quick bailout? As I see it, it
is imprisonment to allow people to suffer because
some bogus politicians have authority and power
to do as they please.
Rather than say,"We are facing a choice between
action and the real prospect of economic hardship,"
the president should have said, "We as the U.S.
government have the authoritative right to twist and
break the arm of the taxpayer for our own political
agendas." The idea of the bailout, as I see it, was a
miscarriage of public policy. I say this because all
the other global crises — especially global warming
and the subsequent climate change problems —
give us no choice. We must act now or we face the
gaping, harshicality of mass extinction.
The U.S. is the only G-8 country that has not
pledged even one cent towards adaptability programs. Similarly, it has not gone along with most
of the Kyoto protocols, which explain why it has
been stagnant in passing corrective Green House
Legislature. I am happy I went to D.C. last
November to show I care about the future and to
pledge my earnest support for environmental
activism.
Ncamiso Dlamini is a sophomore human
ecology student.
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tant," said Lindsay Keener-Eck, class because I can't
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a fourth-year wildlife ecology fuid a parking spot.
go to my first class, then that
taken part — of 50 University of attendance and count it toward student.
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"Once
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past
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Maine students questioned, 48 students' final grades. For his
Timmins said that in 3 1/2 utes late, 20 minutes late — for the whole day."
375:
course, CMJ
Mass Media
said they have skipped a class.
years as a student,"two or three" sometimes I've been 45 minAlthough the choice of
The shift .from high school Law and Regulation, atten- of his professors have graded cat utes — there's really no point
attendance lies with students,
dance
counts
for
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percent
of
to college typically represents
attendance. "And that has moti- in even trying to go to class."
each missed class does have a
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to
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says
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prepare
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same thing every time," accord- class, there are 350 people in . to class, you're not giving it a
Careers, or even
Goldman
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ing to Keener-Eck.
it. It's kind of embarrassing to chance. You're not giving
to a specific building and rou- temporary jobs, expect employThe choice to skip or maintain walk in more than 15 minutes • yourself a chance; you're not
reliable
and
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attendance can lie with late to a class that big."
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the nature of the class. "A class
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addition,
I
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In
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ity.
ty, combined with college
where you can fall behind very the decider, as well. "All my
Of the 50 students quesout,of class.
social life, often outweigh the something
quickly, like calculus, a cumula- classes are scheduled so they're tioned, only seven said they
" "Even if they come and
motivation to get to class.
tive course like that, where if you all in a row," said Timmins, who feel they skip class frequently.
sleep,
I still want Ahem to
Leighton Timmins, a fourthmiss a couple key aspects of the now lives off campus. "If I'm
come," Goldman said.
year
psychology
course, then yeah, it'll be very motivated enough
student,
Of 50 students questioned,
attributes class skipping to
hard to catch up," Timmins said, to get up
27
said their professors consid"partying, staying up too late,
adding that some courses are eas- and
not caring — thinking they can er attendance in their grading ier to keep up with regardless of
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miss class and still be able to
attendance, particularly when
"They suck for doing it. I professors
do fine in the course."
post their notes
Timmins estimates that he pay for the class; I can skip if I online.
attended only 25 percent of his want to," said Nick Wood, a
Being late to class —
first-year classes. "I had an 8 political science graduate from from oversleeping,
o'clock class my first semester UMaine.
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that I never went to, and I
or
a reflection of knowledge. If a
failed."
other
class
The cause? "Freedom. student is not attending
grades, then
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receiving
fair
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no
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educating
enforcement
and obviously they are
outside
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themselves
being able to stay
said
Lauren
Gray,
classroom,"
up as late as I

• skipping expensive college classes:
Everyone does it, but why?
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Silent films resurrected by River City Cinema
Bangor screenings hearken to a time before 'talkies' with live, improvised piano accompaniment
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HARRY WEISS

By Travis Bourassa
For The Maine Campus
"Who the hell wants to hear actors
talk?" asked Harry M. Warner of
Warner Brothers in 1927. The question may sound ridiculous to today's
filmgoers, but it is not stopping River
City Cinema and the Bangor Public
Library from hosting "Anything But
Silent," a weekly series featuring five
films from the silent era.
The screenings will feature live
piano accompaniment by Harry Weiss.
Live accompaniment was common
during the silent era of film. A piano
or organ player would sit next to the
screen and play music to correspond
with the action. This trend began to
fade in the late 1920s when "talkies"
— films with pre-recorded soundtracks — grew in popularity. Talkies
opened the door for recorded dialogue
and other sound effects. The new
trend prompted Warner, not alone in a
pool of Hollywood skeptics, to doubt
the medium's future.
Today,films with audible dialogue
are taken for granted. River City
Cinema is excited to keep the tradition
of silent films alive.
"A silent film puts all of its communication in cinematography. For
modem viewers it may be difficult,
but the wealth of the visual experience
is in the silence," said Michael Grillo,
a founding member of River City
Cinema and an art history professor at
the University of Maine.
Live accompaniment will be a new
experience to many who attend the
series, but Weiss does not want his

audience to focus on the novelty. "I
try not to play any music that the people will recognize..It's much more
important that they pay attention to
the film," said Weiss.
Weiss has played piano for more
than 80 years. The first time he accompanied a silent film was in 1935.
"Having a local piano player
bridged the film with the audience. It
was like having a Greek chorus that
interacted with the film and the audience," Grillo said.
Weiss improvises most of the
music he plays during a film. He
bases his performance on the characters, scenery, period and country of
the 111m."1 love doing it because it's a
challenge every time," Weiss said.
Much of the music is also determined
by how he feels about the film at a
given moment, making each screening a new and unique experience.
River City Cinema chose to screen
the films at the Bangor Public Library
because it houses a grand piano.
Diane McCade, director of the
library, is also excited to support the cinematic tradition. "The performance is
good for the community. It's art, and it's
a good time," McCade said.
"Anything But Silent" will feature
comedy, romance and horror films.
The screenings will be held at 1
p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 11 and
Wednesday, Oct. 29 in Bangor Public
Library's lecture hall. Additional
showings will take place on Nov. 1,
22 and 29. For a list of titles, contact
the Bangor Public Library at 9478336. Screenings are free., donations
are encouraged.

The best way to 'Think-Negative'
Brewer hosts night of music for HIV/AIDS awareness
Top 20 Albums for 9/29
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1 I.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Various Nick & Norah's Infinite Playlist
TV On the Radio Dear Science
Friendly Fires Friendly Fires
Bloc Party Intimacy
Fujiya & Miyagi Lightbulbs
Talkdemonic Eyes At Half Mast
Fleet Foxes Fleet Foxes
XXTeens Welcome To Goon Island
Shugo Tokumaru Exit
Deerhoof Offend Maggie
Jenny Lewis Acid Tongue
Passion Pit Chunk of Change
These United States Crimes
Starf---er Starf—er [edited for obscenity]
Polysics We Ate the Machine
Don Caballero Punkgasm
Death Vessel Nothing Is...
The Walkmen You & Me
Coldplay Viva La Vida
Caves Get On With It
The Chap Mega Breakfast
Murs Murs for President
The Chemical Brothers Brotherhood
Various Johnny Cash Remixed
Crystal Antlers Crystal Antlers

By Lisa Haberzettl
Head Copy Editor
musicians
will
Local
come together Friday night
to raise awareness about
HIV/AIDS as part of ThinkNegative's
2nd
Annual
Performing Arts Night.
Think-Negative is a local
non-profit organization that
aims to "spread AIDS awareness and promote HIV prevention through the talents of
local young people," according to its MySpace page.
The Performing Arts Night
will feature acoustic performers
and
public
service
announcement films about
AIDS awareness. Eight musical acts will perform, ranging
from country to , Christian
rock. Sets will mainly feature
covers with a few original
songs. '
"There's a good variety,"
said Jacob Cyr, performing
arts adviser for the organization. One act features Emily
Guillow on guitar with piano
accompaniment. "She's only 8
years old," Cyr said. "She's
very talented."
Every half hour, a short,

self-produced film about AIDS
awareness and HIV prevention
will be shown.
•
Raffle tickets will be sold
during the event, with proceeds going to the Eastern
Maine AIDS Network. Prizes
include a Think-Negative
sweatshirt and CD packages
from
WHSN,
Husson
College's
radio
station.
Admission is free — fundraising will come solely from
donations and raffle participation.
Eleanor Kipping, president
of Think-Negative, said she
hopes for a large turnout for
the event. •
"Hopefully it'll be a lot bigger this year," she said.
Kipping expressed a desire for
a younger crowd of teen to
college-aged people to attend.
She hopes the event will be a
free and open space for people
to discuss and educate themselves about HIV/AIDS, to
eliminate some of the fear that
goes along with the disease.)
"It's relevant [to that age
group], but it's kind of unspoken of," she said.
The organization's name,
Think-Negative, comes from

the idea that being H1V-negative is a positive thing.
"It's a play on words,"
Kipping said. "We wanted
something catchy."
The organization's personat information listed on
MySpace is that of a 99-yearbecause as
old female
Kipping explained,
"I'm
female." She listed the age as
99 years old so that "it
[Think-Negative] wouldn't
have an age ... people wouldn't have an assumption of
who we are."
The Web site has a section
for "heroes," — "those who
lost the battle to AIDS or those
who are infected or affected by
HIV." So far, only one name is
listed: Damon Kipping, father
of Eleanor Kipping, who died
of AIDS when she was young.
Cyr invites everyone to
"come, have a good time, and
hear some good music."
The Performing Arts Night
begins at 7 p.m., Friday, Oct. 10.
at the Between Friends Art
Center in Brewer at 39 Center St.
For more information, e-mail
thinknegative7@yahoo.com, or visit
the organization:sMyspacepage.

WWW.MAINECAMPUS.COM
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Tuning in to UMaine

"HOW TO LOSE FRIENDS & ALIENATE PEOPLE"

What's new with student TV station
By Spencer Morton
Staff Reporter
image of Harding in
youth, Young is a rebellious
rabble-rouser of a writer. At
HIS ACROSS THE POND AND OUT OF PPS EPTH
a magazine where the journalists who thrive arc the
ones who kiss the most
celebrity butt, Young is
more interested in tearing
them apart than playing
nice. It isn't until he succumbs to the schmoozing
the
and
boozing
of
Hollywood elite that his
writing takes off.
As expected with the title
of the film, Young's few
relationships with others are
shattered in his search for
sex and stardom. He stops
taking his father's calls and
starts ignoring the only
friend he's managed to
make in New York, fellow
journalist Alison Olsen
(Kirsten Dunst).
While his fame grows, so
does his self-centeredness.
He devotes his life to sleep- ,
Photo Courtesy of IMOB
ing with vapid starlet Sophie
Macs (Megan Fox), a
Kaley Roberts
or Paris Hilton type
Lohan
Linckav
Copy Editor
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The University of Maine's student-run television station, the
Maine Channel, is plugging in to the student population.
Channel 42 is growing in size, advancing in technology and has
an abundance of new material for the fall semester.
"We had about 10 full-time workers last year, and this year we
have almost doubled that We have a lot of new equipment and a lot
of fresh perspectives, so it's going to be a good year," said Sarah
Ashley, advertising and promotions director at the Maine Channel.
"We have a new television screen on our set for graphics,just
like shows that you see on NESN or Fox Sports Net," said Matt
Shinberg, director of"Black Bear Nation." "In the near future,
we hope to have athletes come on our set for interviews in the
actual program, and more reports from the field to bring the
viewer in depth analysis in UMaine sports."
One of the more anticipated shows for this year is "Bare
Facts," a satirical news-comedy show.
According to David Nickerson, executive producer at the
Maine Channel,the show is based around a news desk, with topics including whoopie pies,leprechaun hunting, scooters, Dance
Dance Revolution and animal experts.
"We can't stop laughing when we're editing it, and we hope
the students feel the same way," Nickerson said.
"Bare Facts" will air at9 p.m. every night starting next week.
Kyle Keman is heading up a new documentary-esque show,
"Inside UMaine," giving students a closer look into the university's workings."The show consists of me interviewing people,
observing and participating in activities that sun-ound UMaine,"
Keman said."I hope to give students a better awareness of what
goes on behind the scenes."
Some areas Keman will focus on include: Dining Services,
Fogler Library,fraternities and Pat's Pizza."I promise the show
will be interesting, funny and cause students to consider the
many facets that bring this university together," Keman said.
"Inside UMaine" does not have a definite time slot, but is set
to appear in the channel's programming soon.
There are a few other big shows on tap this winter, including
"The Pop," an all-female talk show, much like "The View."The
program is aimed to be a source of entertainment news.
"We feel that the UMaine student, our audience, should be
able to tune to the Maine Channel to get all of their necessary

'CASSE FRIENDS
ALIENATEPEOPLE

aI e heady
.
•
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See

The Maine Channel also regularly updates its YouTube page,
youtube.com/themainechannel.
The Maine Channel is always looking for more students to
assist in the creation and filming oftelevision shows."People are
more than welcome to join us. We want to teach anyone and
everyone how to use Maine Channel equipment and how to produce a show," said Travis Bourassa, a producer at the Maine
Channel. Send Bourassa or Benjamin Lankhorst an e-mail on
FirstClass for more details.
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Student Discount!
Save $5 on select PORTLAND
LOGAN AIRPORT
round-trips with your
student I.D.

information and not have to turn to other sources," Shinberg said.

rano unitea Meinoisi llufc
36 Oak Street, Orono
www.oronollmccom 866.4605
Sunday Worship Ila.m,

Must present valid college I.D. at time ofticket

Nov.
4th

Nursery Care Provided

47 Weddings
-€7 Events
-6 Senior Portraits
47 Family Portraits

www.comortkoadilines.
1-800-639-3317

on

Christian Education 9:30 a.m.

BOSTON

Campus bus stop
at the Memorial Gym by
the Black Bear statue!

VOTE

Quality photography with
affordable pricing to fit any budget.
Call or Email for examples of
work and price quote.

-6 Photojournalism
.Student di

on select round-trips only. Details online.

www.ambervine.com (.1
• (207) 542-9592

photo@ambervine.com
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Friends

By Candace Daley
For The Maine Campus

from page 10
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Sitting in my media criticism red for me to get," Laura said, with
inviting, with a plush chair,.
class, I often find myselffascinated a fond look on her face.
ottomans, matching rugs
with the wardrobe choices of my
She said she likes to mix and
and colors splashed on the
professor, Laura Lindenfeld.
match for more creativity in an outwalls. It is so welcoming
Normally, she springs into class fit. She usually pairs a solid color,
and uncluttered. There
wearing black and white, two great such as black, with a fun print pataren't papers scattered
contrasts. But with every outfit, she tern. With basic colors, it is then
everywhere — she prefers
adds a splash of color My personal easy to throw on a piece ofjewelry
electronic assignmen
favorite is when she throws a bright that makes a statement.
cut back on the amo
red bracelet and-or necklace with her
"I love wearing natural matepaper clutter.
sophisticated black and white look.
rials like pearls, coral and sea
"I think better when
"You can add anything to glass. I used to wear a lot of blue
sunounded by bright
black," Laura said, pulling at her and green malachite," she said.
warm colorS and smell*
turquoise top, which she wore over "My husbaralactually has really
Some people like being
a black T-shirt. She's right.
good taste in jewelry and often
rounded by mounds
Laura said having lived in buys me new kinds."
people really dress up to go to
papers. Not me," she said.
wanner climates seems to have
One of her favorite pieces, work,and in Montauk people wear
If you have had Laura as a pro.,
inspired how she dresses on a day- which she said she would wear a lot of colors. She thinks it is lessor, it goes without saying that
to-day basis. People tend to wear soon to class to show me, is a pink because of how colorful it is there, her fashion sense is up to par, and
brighter and bolder colors in lace agate set her husband bought with the color of the ocean, sandy if you have had the opportunity to
warmer areas, where clothing her in New Orleans.
beaches and sky. I believe it would see her office, you know how
choices seem to express certain
Laura said that living in be hard to be around such beautiful welcoming it is. Btu tor those
personality traits, compared to Califbmia greatly influenced her colors and not have them affect who don't know her, she is fat
Maine, where people seem to dress style, as far as the diversity of the how you dress.
beyond great fashion. Laura
more to match the weather.
clothes. She used to wear a lot of
She also lived in Gemiany for strives to make her class's as
"I'm a quick shopper. I don't vintage clothes there. She said the 10 years working in advertising enjoyable as possible and creates
read fashion magazines; I guess I vintage shops were great and she and Tv. As with New York, she a learning environment that all,
don't really think about it. I either still has pieces that she could never said people in Germany dress to the professors should strive for
like •something or I don't. I like wear around here but hasn't let go of nines fir work. There was a lot of personable and laidback. Slid
quick arid easy clothes," Laura said, yet. Some of her 1940s vintage black.
pays special attention to each and
adding that having a young son pieces were from when she used to
"They were called PIRs
every student, recognizing new.
helps influence her shopping speed. Latch hop.
haircuts or colors, great outfits,:
People in Black."
"My son likes when I wear red.
Laura was bom in New York,so
Her style doesn't stop with the and she always takes time to find
When he goes shopping with me, a part of her inspiration also comes way she dresses. Her office is out how everyone is doing in their
he is always pulling out something from there. She ,said in New York, unique as well. h is worm ags
isigrigasaulatItt
'771.771MM.

his rise to fame and subse
quent downfall is wrapped up
in a startlingly fast 20 minutes.
In an attempt to make up for
the plot, Pegg offers the audience laugh-out-loud moments
in his portrayal of Young. A
classically trained actor, Pegg
has the typical comedic timing
and wit viewers have come to
expect from British comedians.
His multiple attempts at
dancing are enough to Make
moviegoers spit their soda on
the person in front of them; his
doomed dog-sitting antics
could cause someone to choke
on a milk dud.
Pegg's co-star Kirsten
Dunst's acting can only be
met with groans. Dunst's performance is uncharismatic
and bland. She delivers her
lines well enough but with little emotion behind them.
When Young inevitably falls
for her character, it's a headscratcher as to why.
Pegg makes the absolute
best of a limp script, utilizing
comedic facial expressions
and physical humor in an
attempt to save the film from
mediocrity. Thanks to him,
"How to Lose Friends" is
viewable, but not an instant
classic like "Shaun of the
Dead" or "Hot Fuzz." Fans of
his should hold out for his next
British film. Fans of Dunst
should seek help.
Rating: C

IN DECIDING WHICH LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,

CONSIDER THIS:
Quinnipiac University School of Law ranks among the top 100 law schools in such categories as full-time
student LSAT scores(median — 159); admission acceptance rates; student/faculty ratio (11:1); and employment
rates after graduation. Not to mention,we offer merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full tuition. Before
you decide which school to attend, make sure you review the facts. To learn more,visit law.quinnipiac.edu,
email ladm@quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.
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Horoscopes
Aries
March 21 to Apr8 20
You are satisfied with your financial
situation and feel enthusiastic. You
are in very good she.You may
travel or get involved in a new business activity. This is a good time for
rornardic meetings.

Maine Campus
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Tams
April 21 to May 20
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This morning, you wil be very successful on a short business trip. You
are advised to remain calm if things
do not unfold the way you waid like
them to.

Cancer
June 22to July 22
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May 21 to June 21
In the morning, you may receive a
sigrificant amount of money. It may
be an krieriance or payment for a
side job. You can make plansfor the
future. If you intend to invest in business, you should have no hesit3bons.

By Jeff Swenson
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Boots & Pup

By John Y Jr

ME STORY OF 6CXYTS 49 PUP!

TRANer
MERV

An older person wil give you a
piece of information that you can
use for starting a profitable business.
You are advised to consider your
loved ones opinibris. This is not the
time for speculations of any land

`ITCHY SLIMS* ARE THE
sass YOU CAN 00?

Leo
July 23to August 22
A dose relative will offer you a gift
that wil make you happy. Your communication slals wft he you solve
a tinancial issue. In the afternoon, a
friend vAi invite you to a party.

Virgo
Aug.23to Sept.22
In the morning, you will be compelled to make a decision that wft
require changng your whole schedule. You avid start making preparations for a party with your friends.

NO, IF I
X CAN
CONCENTRATE MAKE YOU
HARD ENOUGH. ASS GAS

Soap on a Rope

By Bob Roberts

WHAT TH-.? FESTVSJ
DIDN'T YOU CrET
FUEL Al THE LAST
STOP?

Lkwa
Sept.23to Oct.23

OR WE COULD
JUST CALL
FOR HELP.

Your excellent communication skits
MI have a pove influence on your
relationships You are Rai* to make
a trip ma family interest

Scorpio
Oct.24 to Nov.22
A business trip WI prove to be very
successkil. You are advised to
rernath pEdient and avoid getting
involved in controversies with your
partners.

SagMarius
Nov.23to Dec.21
You intend to stay with your farniy
and relax, but you may be unable to
do so. Urgent issues may demand
ycur attention in the morning.

Last - Ditch Effort
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By John Kroes
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Capricorn
Dec.22to Jan.20
You may rely on 'tuition and cancel
a trip you have planned for today,
because you may only lose. You
have a good chance to win a significard prize in a contest

Aquarius
Jan.21 to Feb.18
You are advised to consider the
needs of the other members of your
family, no matter how much time
and money this may cost you.

Pisces
Feb.19to March 20
In the afternoon, you migtd have a
quarrel with an older person in your
farniy, bid you v4 manage to calm
down on rearming you are wrong.

An On inal Comic
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1 Wings
5. Impact sound
10. Type of carpet
14. Skating area
15. Crown
16. Cash drawer
17. Incorporates
19. Against
4U. GUIIbUMOU tOOU

21. Connects two points
22. Plaid
24. Meal in a shell
25. Deviant

SUDOKUPUZZLE

1. Operatic solo
2 Flutl from a dryer
3 Initial wager
4. Scrape by
5 Rigorous
6. Keyboard instrument
7. Tardy
'
8.
we having Ion ye17
9 Esthetic
10. Famish
11. Backwoods
12. Communion table
13 Glisten
18. Brilliance
23, F'roducts of human creativity
24. Carry
25, A jury or board
26 Indian music
27. God of love
28. Convincing
29. Stream
31. Not drunk
33 Wickedness
34 Small European freshwater fish
36. Genetic endowment
37. Stow, as cargo
39. Magical symbol
40 Hesitate
42 Temporary caregiver
43 Predicament
44. Dweeb
45 China grass
4E. Soutriern brouklast dish
48. Notion
49 Fiziy ;trio I(
50. Legal actioi,
51. Slave
54. Born
55 Neither
46. Paste
47 Squandered
48. Colored pad ol an eye
49 180'from NNW
52 Radiate
53. Native
56. Rend
57. What we chew with
58 Chief Norse god
59. Jury member

nn-vitimosawsloppv -61. Charge per unit

ANSWER KEY ON PAGE 14

Asolv4ztGirl
There is a girl I like. We
have talked and gone on a
few dates, but when we're in
class, she acts like she does-

seen with you in a "couple"
situation (hopefully that's not
the case). Sometime when
you're out of class and it is a

n't even know me. I try to good time to have a conversatalk to her or sit next to her, tion, ask her what's up or see

Daily SuDoku: Mon 6-Oct-2008

medium

but she always gets up and

if she'd like to sit with you

moves. If I see her out of

next class. Perhaps she'll tell

class, she is as friendly as
can be. Why does she act

you what the problem is, and
you can work together to fix

like this?

it.

If she avoids answering
you, or fiat out lies, some-

Maybe she thinks you are a

thing's up, and your relation-

distraction during class, and

ship probably isn't going any-

she can't sit next to you and

where.

tion of someone else in class,

Let Advice Girl help you
out: advice_girlOpost.com

and she doesn't want to be

•Each row (horizontal line) must have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.
•Each column (vertical line) must have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.

OUIS ARMSTRONG
VAS TUN FIRST USN TO

There is only one correct answer!

Mushroomhead
Sunday, Oct. 12
6 p.m_
103 Ultra Lounge
$17 in advance,$20 day of show

FILM
"Anything But SilentSilent film series w/ live piano
accompaniment
Saturday, Oct. 11
1 p.m.
Bangor Public Library
Free

DANCE
Emerging Dance Works
Performance
Thursday, Oct 9
7:30 p.m.
Minsky Recital Hall, Class of
1944 Hall
Free

ARTS
Celebrities and Socialites:
Photographs by Andy Warhol
Through Jan. 3,2009
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
University of Maine Museum of
An
Bangor
Free
New Work
A faculty exhibition by the
Department of Art
Through Nov. 19
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Lord Hall
Free
Eastern Maine Community
College photo exhibit
-The Nature of Things and the
Things of Nature"
Photography by Grace M.
Bartlett
-Through Oct.31
Mon -Thurs 8 a.m.-9 p.m.,
Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Sunday 1
5 p.m.
EMCC Library - Second Flom
Katandin Hall
Free

Pith Mix
Thursday, Oct.9
p.m.
The Bear's Den, Memorial Union
Free

*******•OT

SO WONDER raoi.LE TWINS

•Each 3x3 box must have numbers 1-9 in any order but
each digit can only appear once.

The Lidral Duo chamber jazz
Thursday, Oct.9
4:15 - 5 p.m.
The Bear's Den, Memorial Union
Free, all ages welcome

GENERAL

still get work done. Maybe
she is trying to get the atten-

HOW TO PLAY

MUSIC

_

26. Account
29. Roof suppoo
30. Mountain crest
31. Cavity in the skull
32. Directed from the front
35. Former vice-president Al
36 Shack
37. Magma
38, Donkey
39. Renegade
'40: Terror
41. Loan shark
43. Oar
44. Coach

ACROSS

DOWN

MALE ON TIES MOON

If you would like you
event posted in The Maine
Campus Go calendar, send
time, day, dale, place and fee
information to Zach Dionne
on FirstClass.
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ALCS pits new rivalry Women's rugby
pummels Colby
By Adam Clark
Sports Editor

No Manny Ramirez for the Boston Red Sox'? No
problem. A league-worst record in 2007 for the Tampa
Rays? No problem, as well.
On Friday night, the AL Wildcard winning Red Sox
and AL F2...st champion Rays will play game one in an
unlikely American League Championship Series
matchup.
Here is the breakdown:
Catcher: Jason Varitek vs. Dioner Navarro
Navarro was an All-Star for the first time in his
career and is the better hitter at this point. Even though
Varitek struggled at the plate all season, all that matters
is how he calls the game for the Boston pitchers. So far,
he has done a pretty good job.
Advantage: Varitek

a formidable duo. Bay has been more than the Red Sox
could have asked for someone replacing Manny.
Ellsbury has been inconsistent but led the league in
stolen bases. Drew is coming back from injury and is
capable of the big hit, i.e. Game 2 HR off of K-Rod.
Advantage: Even

DH: David Ortiz vs. Cliff Floyd
Ortiz is not the Ortiz of a few years ago, but he is still
one of the best hitters in the league. Floyd is a veteran
that helped guide the young Rays along this year, but is
no comparison to Ortiz.
Advantage: Ortiz
Bench: Speed and defense,Coco Crisp; veteran lefthanded hitter, Sean Casey, and veteran middle infielder
Alex Cora make the Red Sox bench good. The Rays
have Rocco Baldelli and Willy Aybar, but unless
Baldelli transforms into the star everyone envisioned,
this is easy.

Middle Infield: Dustin Pedroia/Jed Lowrie vs. Akinori
lwamura/Jason Bartlett
Advantage: Red Sox
lwamura is a pest at the plate and can really ignite
this offense, and Bartlett plays great defense at shortStarting Rotation: The Red Sox and Rays boast two
stop. Pedroia struggled in the ALDS against the Angels of the best starting staffs in the league and this should be
but had a big hit in game four. He is an MVP candidate one ofthe most intriguing matchups. Scott Kazmir, Matt
and great second baseman. Lowrie had the game-win- Garza,James Shields and Andy Sonnastine make up an
ning hit to win the series and has got Boston fans for- • outstanding young rotation. However, Jon Lester is
getting about Julio Lugo.
emerging into an ace, Matsuzaka is as good as it gets if
he throws strikes, Beckett is Beckett, and Wakefield is a
Advantage: Pedroia/Lowrie
veteran postseason performer.
Corner Infield: Kevin Youkilis/Mark Kotsay vs. Evan
Longoria/Carlos Pena
Youkilis will play mostofthe series at third base with
Mike Lowell out, and he is more than an adequate fillin with his great defense and middle-of-the-order bat
Kotsay is.a veteran and will play most of the time at first
base. Longoria and Pena comprise the heart of the order
for Tampa and are two of the best hitters in the AL.
Longoria is going to win the Rookie of the Year and is
going to be a star in this league,and Pena is a dangerous
long ball hitter. If Lowell were healthy, this would be
closer.
Advantage: Longoria/Pena
Outfield: Jason Bay/Jacoby Ellsbury/J.D. Drew vs.
Carl Crawford/B.J. Upton/Gabe Gross
The young outfield of Tampa has taken strides this
season, and with Crawford back from injury, he and
Upton 1 — two HRs in Game4 vs. White Sox — make

Advantage: Red Sox
Bullpen: The Rays have a great middle relief corps
led by Grant Balfour, J.P. Howell and Chad Bradford.
Closer Dan Wheeler has done an admirable job in the
ninth. The Sox middle relief has been inconsistent and it
showed in Game 4 against the Angels when Okajirna
and Masterson blew the lead. Papelbon at the end of the
game is as good as it gets and this is his third postseason.

women — a tribe of women war-

plays. the Mack Rear defense wnn

I am proud of what we have
Advantage: Even
accomplished."
The Black Bears found it was easThe Rays have the home field advantage after winning the division and they took the season.series 10-8. ier to gain momentum with home
Both teams dominated at home and look for the same to field advantage and continued to
happen this series. Neither team will sweep and this will dominate in the second half.
While the team focused on
be a long series.
defense following their loss to the
University of New Hampshire, it
Prediction: Red Sox in six games
was the offense that pulled through
in the second half, thanks to a dominant offensive cast that included
junior captain Victoria Passmore,

able to stifle them and keep the
Mules from getting near the try
zone.
"Overall, it was great. It felt
sophomore
good,"
Lindsey
McKenna said.
The Black Bears, who now
improve to 2-1 on the season, and a
perfect 2-0 at home, will hit the road
over fall break and take on the
University of Maine-Farmington for
their next-to-last game of the regular
season.

All-American
back
running
from page 16 Omar Cuff.
With
new
faces on offense,the unit has sputtered
in its three losses, scoring 21 points or
less in each contest, including only
seven points last weekend at UMass.
"Delaware lost a lot of players
from last year's team that went to the
national championship game,"
Cosgrove said."Replacing them is not
something that's done overnight." .
Junior
quarterback
Robby
Schoenhoft, a transfer from Ohio
State, has struggled replacing Flacco,
the Ravens first-round pick. He has
completed 65-of-118 passes for 774
yards and thrown five touchdowns,
but has thrown eight interceptions.
Former Maine Central Institute of
Pittsfield standout, senior running
back Johnathan Smith has emerged as
the go-to guy in the backfield. The
UConn transfer is tied for second in
the conference with eight rushing
touchdowns.
"They like to run the ball,"
Masterson said of the Blue Hens."As
a defense, we're focused on stopping
the run and forcing them to pass."
He also noted that the turnoverprone passing game of Delaware will
be key,as the Black Bear defense must
be able to come up with momentum-

changing plays. UMaine dropped two
potential interceptions against James
Madison.
On defense, the Blue Hens boast
the top scoring defense — 16.2 points
per game — led by all-conference
senior linebacker Erik Johnson who
leads the team with 31 total tackles.
Saturday's game will mark the first
time any UMaine player has played at
Delaware Stadium. One of the finest
facilities for an FCS school, the stadium has the largest capacity of any
CAA school, seating more than
22,000 people.
"For us, the big challenge is going
on the road and playing in that environment," Cosgrove said."I think our
guys are ready for it. Our guys
embrace the challenge of going on the
road."

Maine vs Delaware
Saturday, 6pm online at CN8.tv

F
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senior Kat Bailey and senior
Amanda Kulik. First-time player
Kelcey Moreau could not be
This past Saturday, the University stopped. She scored a team-record
of Maine women's rugby team four tries. Junior and co-captain
earned a monumental win against in- Kelly L. White notched her first
state rival Colby College, trouncing career hat trick.
them 53-0.
White had nothing but great
A team that has consistently things to say about the team. She
proved to be a tough force, the Black cited hard work and dedication as the
Bears dominated — their defense reason for the Black Bears' victory.
shut out the Mules and prevailed for
"I think that in the second half we
their second win of the season. It was came out really strong and worked
the first time UMaine has shut out our offense really well," she said.
their opponent.
While the Black Bears worked
Both Colby and UMaine came together as a team, it was also the
out strong to begin the game — the individuals who helped garner the
Black Bears used teamwork and win, as many players broke through
good communithe Mules' defense to
cation to break "We had the rhythm, score.
through for two
Despite this, the
scores that put flow and energy of a
players were humble
connected team of
Maine up 14-0 at
in acknowledging vichalftime.
women — a tribe of tory, feeling that
Senior
Colby was a worthy
women warriors."
Alexandria
opponent.
Small, who was
"Overall, I think
out of the game
Alexandria Small that this game just
with a concusSenior shows how much
sion, expressed
UMaine Women's Rugby we've improved as a
her pride in her
team because Colby is
fellow
teama team that has given
mates.
us a good challenge in the past," said
"We lagged a bit in the first half, sophomore Jordan Moody, who also
but toward the end were playing our had a strong performance. "To rack
game really well organized and with up so many points against a team that
the movement of one entity," Small has been an equal competitor proves
said. "We had the rhythm, flow and how far we've come."
energy of a connected team of
After Colby put together a few
riors.

We Tackle
College Football!

cn8 H

By Leila Sholtz-Ames
For The Maine Campus
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Bucs maroon Black Bears
By Alex Leonard
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine club
football team's league season is
over, even though it feels like it
just began. On Sunday, the Black
Bears lost to the Brockton
Buccaneers 27-13.
The Black Bears were competitive,in the first half, leading 7-6
in the second quarter. The offense
drove deep into Brockton territory
before quarterback Brett Davison
was intercepted in the end zone.
The Bucs were again able to
exploit a suspect UMaine pass
defense, scoring on a 60-yard
play, and the Black Bears trailed

14-7 at the break.
The second half did not fair
much better as Brockton scored
on their first possession to go up
by two touchdowns.
Another long passing score in
the third quarter put the Black
Bears down by 20. UMaine was
able to score early in the fourth
quarter and got the ball back twice
more but were unable to score.
Despite the poor defense, president and coach Eric Whitman
remained upbeat.
"I think the defense has
improved every week," Whitman
said."The last two weeks we have
been forcing turnovers, which
didn't happen much the first three
weeks."

The loss ends the league portion of the team's schedule and is
the earliest exit in the playoffs in
their three-year history. The nonleague schedule for the Black
Bears will begin on Oct. 25, giving UMaine two weeks to prepare
for an opponent yet to be determined.
"The team is young but very
talented, I think our chemistry has
come a long way in a month,"
Whitman said. "Having time to
heal, take a break from football
will be a benefit."
The Black Bears have lost five
straight but look to get back on
track at their homecoming game.
It will follow the varsity game
against Northeastern.

Coach's Corner with Jack
Cosgrove
Three keys to the UMaine Football game at Delaware
1. Getting back into the flow
"After having not played for a week, I think that it's a fear of every coach after a bye week."
2. Fit ourselves into a great college football environment
"We have to focus on what takes place on the field. We have to maintain our poise because it is a
very, very important football game for both teams."
3. Play tough
"We have to play with a high level of physical and mental toughness. Delaware's a big, physical
football team. We have to kind of get our hands dirty and our noses bloody—whatever we have to
do to win a football game."

Whitehead built."
said. "But
Corkum likes what he's seen
his
heart
is
from
the team so far. It "seems like
from page 16
in Maine a very tight-knit group," he said. He
hockey."
said their competitive nature will
Corkum said he's making the help them compete in the long run.
best of the separation by visiting his "They played some basketball yeswife, sons Kelen, Cain and Koby terday, and it's a good thing there
and his daughter Carley.
weren't any fouls being called
"I might get home for 12 or 13 because it was pretty physical, but it
hours this weekend, but it's only for was all in good fun and you could
a year. I plan on bringing everyone really see the competitive nature of
up next year," Corkum said.
the guys come out. That's exciting
Corkum's oldest son,Kelen, will because with such a young team
be joining his father's team next they have to be a tight, close family
season — something Whitehead said and be on the same page."
he is excited to see.
He has faith the team can com"It's going to be exciting to have pete, despite its inexperience and
Kelen here along with Bob," youth, if it plays hard-nosed, smart
Whitehead said. "Many people hockey. "If we can focus on the litdon't realize that we have a relative- tle things and take care of our own
ly young program; we've been zone,I think we'll win our fair share
around for 30 years or so. As a of games this year," he said.
result, Kelen will be the first son of
Cork= said he looks forward to
a UMaine hockey alum to play his future with the team.
"I think everyone has room to
here. So I think that's going to be
very special and will hopefully start grow,including myself," he said."I
don't claim to know everything
a trend of many."
This year, Kelen is playing for about the game of hockey or being
the New Hampshire Junior a part of a program of this magniMonarchs and getting himself ready tude, but we're all learning and
to join the Black Bears after a cou- that's how you get better."
ple years of injuries.
Corkum reflected on a piece of
While waiting for Kelen and the advice he got from President and
rest of his family to join him in CEO of the New Jersey Devils Lou
Maine,Corkum is focusing on help- Lamoriello, who picked him up
ing this young squad learn about from the airport after he was traded
college hockey — fast. This year's to the Devils. "Our team is like an
squad will be challenged because orchestra," Lamoriello said.
"the speed at this level is like noth- "Everyone has their own instrument
ing they've seen before. The guys to play. So you play yours and he'll
are bigger, stronger, older. That's play his. They don't all play the
probably our biggest challenge," same instruments, meaning the
Corkum said. "That being said, if players all play their own brand of
you can look down the road two hockey. It takes all the people in the
years, those freshmen will be jun- orchestra to make you sound good."
iors, and those guys will have a
"It works the same with any
good foundation on which they've good hockey team," Corkum said.

Coach

START COMMANDING ATTENTION,
START OUT ON TOP.

START RAISING THE BAR.

START HIC

START LEADING FROM DAY ONE.

START STRONG.
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ARMY ROTC

There's strong. Then therc's Army Strong. If you want to be a leader in life, joining
Army ROTEtin college is the strongest way to start. Army ROTC provides hands-on
leadership development to round out your college studies. Plus you can earn a fulltuition, merit-based scholarship. After graduation, you'll begin your career as an
Army Officer. With a start like that, there's no limit to what you can achieve.

Contact MAJ Darryl W. Lyon at 207-624-2307 or darry1.1yon*us.army.m11
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Women's rugby garners second win.
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Black Bears head south for date with UD
UMaine looks to rebound,face No. 24 Blue Hens in third straight game vs. CAA South opponent
By Adam Clark
Sports Editor
Heading into a mid-season game
against Delaware, with the same
record, the University of Maine football team would generally be happy.
However, the Blue Hens — after
losses to FBS opponent Maryland
and two FCS top-25 teams(Furman
University and UMass) — sit at 2-3
overall and 0-1 in the Colonial
Athletic Association.
On Saturday, the Black Bears
look to add to the reigning national
runner-up's problems and snap a
two-game losing streak of their own
when they visit Delaware Stadium
for a key CAA battle. Kickoff is
scheduled for 6 p.m.
UMaine (2-3, 0-2 CAA) comes
into the contest against the No. 24
Blue Hens off a bye week.
The Black Bears, who have been
hit with the injury bug, lost to No. 1
James Madison University and then
No. 2-ranked Richmond University
in the two weeks heading into the off
week.
"We went at it to focus on our
team and not focus on any other
games," sophomore quarterback
Adam Farkes said about the bye
week. "We worked on our offense,
defense and special teams arid tried
to improve. Now, we move on to
Delaware. We didn't want to jump
the gun too much."
"We definitely used it to get
healthy," junior linebacker Mark

Masterson added."The biggest thing
is we fixed some of our own problems internally as a team. And this
week, we feel a lot fresher. It's kind
of like a fresh start."
UMaine played the James
Madison game 'without. preseason
All-CAA selection, senior running
back Jhamal Fluellen, as well as top
wide receiver, junior Landis
Williams and starting safety, junior
Brandon McLaughlin.
Black Bear coach Jack Cosgrove
expects Williams and McLaughlin to

play this week, while Fluellen will
probably be out again.
In the absence of Fluellen, a
1,000-yard rusher last year, redshirt
freshmen Jared Turcotte and Derek
Session stepped up and provided a
spark against top-ranked James

earning CAA Rookie of the Week
honors. Session broke off a 35-yard
touchdown to tie the game in the
fourth quarter.
Despite a strong running attack
against the Dukes two weeks ago,the
passing game struggled. Farkes completed only half of his passes and
threw three interceptions.
"Our passing game was at 50 percent at I6-for-32," Cosgrove said.
"We want to be closer to 70 percent.
The success in the passing game
leads to success in the running game.
If you throw it well, you're going to
run it well and vice versa."
Farkes echoed Cosgrove saying,
"we want to be able to establish the
running game so that we can open up
the passing game."
On defense, UMaine statistically
ranks near the bottom in the conference. Most of the damage came
against Iowa and Richmond, where
they gave up 40-plus points to both
teams.
Led by Buck Buchanan finalist
and CAA Preseason Defensive

Madison.

Player of the Year, senior defensive

"Any time you lose a guy like
Jhamal Fluellen who we counted on
for 25 touches a game, then there's
25 touches to go around," Cosgrove
said. "Turcotte and Session were the
recipients of that. I think you earn
what you get If you practice well
and play hard, you're going to get the
carries."
Against James Madison,Turcotte
rushed for 82 yards on 11 carries,

end Jovan Belcher helped the Black
Bears hold James Madison to only
24 points, well below their season
average of 38.3.
Like UMaine, Delaware has
faced a tough schedule to begin the
year. They have also had to endure
the losses of current Baltimore
Ravens quarterback Joe Flacco and

See FOOTBALL on page 14

Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
Chris Treister rolls out in a drill during practice.

Corkum fills new role on UMaine staff
Former Black Bear star and NHL veteran brings his hard-working mentality to men's hockey
By Nick McCrea
Editor in Chief
Another year, another youthful University
of Maine men's hockey squad. Of 27 players
on the current Black Bear roster, 11 are freshmen — more than one-third of the team.
Coaching such a young group to win will be
no small task, but Head Coach Tim
Whitehead says Bob Corkum is up for it.
Whitehead re-introduced the former
Black Bear as an associate head coach on
Aug. 22.
"To me, it was a slam-dunk decision
because of what Bob can bring to the table
and how he can help our team," Whitehead
said. "You've got a guy that really enjoys
working with student athletes on and off the
ice, and we have a very young and inexperienced team, so it's a great match."
Both Whitehead and Corkum said that for
this team to be successful, they need lots of
one-on-one influence, which is exactly what
Corkum thrives on.
"Tim, [Associate Head Coach] Dan
[Kerluke] and myself all know that we have
an extremely young team, so I don't think
expectations should be out of this world,"
Corkum said. "At the same time, I like playing the Cinderella story a little bit ... I think
that the thing this team needs to,do this year is

create an identity for itself right from the get- Devils in the Stanley Cup Finals. He scored a
go, and I'd like to see that identity be that short-handed goal against Patrick Roy to hault
we're going to be the hardest-working team in a record-breaking scoreless streak in the
Hockey Fast"
finals. "Unfortunately, it didn't end that well,"
Corkum's primary role early on with the Corkum said."We lost game seven, and Ray
team will be working with the players direct- Bourque got his cup that year, but that's probly on the ice. Later on, he will assist with ably my best hockey memory."
recruitment. He said he hopes to mold them
Corkum wasn't about to be finished with
into "hard-nosed, high-percenthockey yet. "I'm enthusiastic. I
age, blue-collar players."
love this game; I think it's the
That's the type of hockey
greatest game on earth," he said.
Corkum embodied throughout
He went on to coach at the
his hockey career, which has
high school level from 2003come full-circle with his return
2005. Since then, he has
to Black Bear hockey after
coached the Portland Junior
nearly two decades. Corkum
Pirates and the New Hampshire
played with UMaine from
Junior Monarchs, the Tier III
1985-1989 and helped the team
Junior A National Champions in
to the NCAA Tournament in
2007 and 2008 and Eastern
each of his last three years.
Junior Hockey League Season
Corkum went on to have a
and Playoff Champions in
12-year National Hockey
2007.
Bob Corkum
League career. He did a lot of
During all this time, Corkum
moving around in that time, playing for seven stayed close to his roots at UMaine. He kept
teams in all — the Buffalo Sabres, Atlanta in contact with Shawn Walsh and at one point,
Thrashers, New Jersey Devils, Los Angeles came up to help UMaine players with faceoffs
Kings, Phoenix Coyotes, Philadelphia Flyers and other on-ice drills. He would also go see
and the Anaheim Mighty Ducks. He tallied the team play if they had a game close to his
200 career points.
home at the time. Throughout his years of
His fondest memory of the NHL came in hockey, Corkum said he always thought back
2001 when he played for the New Jersey to his four years at UMaine.

When coaching positions opened up at the
end of last season with the departures of Guy
Perron and Grant Standbrook,Whitehead said
Corkum was one of the first names he thought
of.
"When Tim asked me if I wanted this position, I didn't hesitate," Corkum said. "It's
been very exciting to be back and to be part of
a great tradition and storied team."
The idea of coming back to Maine always
appealed to Corkum, he said. He hasn't been
disappointed by his decision to return.
"When you come back here after 20 years
and you see the same people here supporting
the program as when you left, that says a lot
about the program," he said. "I hear all the
Lime that people 'bleed blue' but it's certain!)
true."
There was one major concern that made
his decision to come to UMaine a difficult
one.
"The only hesitation was the distance
between Orono and Newbury, Mass., where
I'm from. It's a big separation between me
and my family." His wife,Jessica,encouraged
him to take the position.
"I'm sure it was a bit more of a difficult
decision for !Bob than it was for me], particularly with the family situation ..."

See COACH on page 15

